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                    MEET GREEK HOSPITALITY

                    IN THE HEART OF OUR CITY

                    FEEL LIKE HOME
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                                A WARM WELCOME

                                In 2016 we had an idea that turned into a vision: to offer people who
                                    visit Greece a complete hospitality proposal.

                                Explore Greece through our sense of hospitality! The HELLENIC
                                    HOSPITALITY HOUSE is a refurbished accommodation in the historic centre of Athens
                                    city. Comfortable, spacious accommodation decorated with unique furniture-antiques
                                    that combine the style of old Athens with comfort. Our mission is to provide
                                    high-quality authentic greek hospitality in a friendly and comfort environment
                                    inspired by XENIOS ZEUS hospitality. Family friendly & business friendly rooms and
                                    apartments for short or even long-term stay. Not another one Hotel , but a shelter -
                                    an “Hestia”- a House of warm hospitality. You are invited to feel as a part of Greek
                                    mythology being accommodated in our rooms. You are welcome to feel part of Greek
                                    history visiting our city monuments on walking distance from our shelter, you stay
                                    with us & you have the opportunity to become one of us : a resident in the city we
                                    love and the country you like , a Greek resident in no time ! 

                                Comfortable, spacious accommodation decorated with unique
                                    furniture-antiques that combine the style of old Athens with comfort!


                                
                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                

            

            

        


        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Athens, a mosaic of present and past.

                                    The HELLENIC HOSPITALITY HOUSE is not just another overnight stay in Athens. Feel
                                        the aura of another time, wander around the place and feel like you are part οf
                                        the past. Old-fashioned images come to contrast, pleasantly surprise us and
                                        eventually marry today's pictures. 
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